Copy number variation contributes in phenotypically relevant ways to the genetic variability of many organisms. Cost-effective genome-wide methods for identifying copy number variation are necessary to elucidate the contribution that these structural variants make to the genomes of model organisms. We have developed a novel approach for the identification of copy number variation by next generation sequencing.
INTRODUCTION
Structural variation is known to contribute extensively to the genetic variability of humans, mammals and many model organisms [CITATION] . One class of structural variant, termed copy number variation (CNV), includes deletions, duplications, insertions and genomic rearrangements which affect the number of occurrences of a specific DNA sequence present in the genome . CNV is known to occur extensively in the Drosophila genome with functionally significant consequences (BRIDGES 1936; DOPMAN and HARTL 2007; TIBSHIRANI and WANG 2008; ZHOU et al. 2008) . In one study of 15 Drosophila strains, as many as 10% of genes were observed to harbor CNVs (EMERSON et al. 2008) . Cryptic CNVs which affect the phenotype observed in a model organism have the potential to confound research on multiple levels. For example, a recent report indicates that terminal deletions on chromosome 2L are frequent among deficiency kit stocks with mutations on the second chromosome and that the associated deletion of lgl has distorted the results of several previous studies (ROEGIERS et al. 2009 ). Despite widespread existence of CNV, the biological consequences of this phenomenon remain largely unexplored due to the lack of efficient tools for detection and characterization.
Until recently, comparative genomic hybridization with whole-genome tiling arrays (array-CGH) was the primary method for characterizing CNVs (Carter 2007);  however, several limitations for this platform reduce its efficacy and efficiency. First, cross-hybridization and reliance on intensity scores lead to data which are difficult to interpret. Second, custom array design and optimization is labor intensive and costly.
Third, array-CGH methods can only detect CNV, not other complex rearrangements such as balanced translocations and inversions. Finally, the overall cost of array-CGH methods is relatively high, particularly when high-resolution, whole-genome tiling arrays are employed.
Direct sequencing using next-generation technology has several advantages which make it a potentially powerful alternative to array-CGH for identifying genomic structural variations, including deletions, duplications, and rearrangements (CAMPBELL et al. 2008; CHIANG et al. 2009 ). First, high-throughput sequencing methods overcome the inherent limitations of cross-hybridization and provide a digital count of sequence representation. Second, no prior knowledge or design work is necessary. Third, using paired-end sequencing it is possible to identify complex structural variations. Finally, the current cost of CNV discovery by sequencing is comparable or lower than that of array-CGH and is continuing to decline.
In this report, we describe a sequencing-based strategy for high-throughput, cost-effective, genome-wide characterization of structural variation at fine resolution by employing the Illumina sequencing platform. Deletions in three deficiency fly stocks were successfully characterized and the associated breakpoints were accurately determined. As we demonstrate, high-throughput sequencing provides an ideal and cost-effective platform for CNV characterization.
RESULTS

Characterization of the dac
4 deletion mutant by direct shotgun sequencing: To test the efficiency and accuracy of mapping chromosomal deletions in Drosophila by high-throughput sequencing, we set out to identify the breakpoints for an existing deletion. The dac 4 deletion was generated by x-ray mutagenesis and was mapped by 5 analysis of polytene chromosomes to the 35F -36A region which includes the dac gene (MARDON et al. 1994) . To molecularly characterize the dac 4 deletion, genomic DNA from dac 4 / CyO flies was sequenced using the Solexa Genome Analyzer (see Materials and Methods). A total of 2.4 million 36 bp long reads were obtained which could be mapped uniquely to the Drosophila reference genome by the standard eland pipeline for approximately 0.48x sequencing coverage based on a genome size of 180Mb. The average read coverage in non-overlapping 10 kb windows across the entire 2L chromosome arm is relatively uniform while a drop in the coverage around the dac region is evident ( Figure 1A ). Oscillation in the coverage likely results from both system biases and variation due to random sampling. Sources of system bias include variable mappability of genomic regions, and representation biases from library preparation and sequencing protocols.
To estimate the system bias and establish a reference coverage map, deep sequencing of wild-type Drosophila genomic DNA was performed generating 32 million 36 bp long reads, amounting to 6.4x sequencing coverage. We reasoned that with this depth of sequencing, most of the oscillation in read coverage would be the result of system bias. As expected, read coverage for wild-type DNA is similar to that of the dac 4 mutant with the exception of the dac gene region ( Figure 1B ). To reduce oscillation due to system bias, a set of variably sized bins were determined which divide the reference genome into pieces of unequal length, each containing a fixed number of wild-type reads (CAMPBELL et al. 2008) . Reads from dac 4 DNA were partitioned into these variably sized bins and the read coverage calculated. Variation in coverage is significantly reduced by this transformation with the putative deletion region becoming 6 the only significant drop on the dac 4 2L chromosome arm ( Figure 1C) . A significant drop in coverage is observable at both ends of the putative deletion and remains low throughout the dac 4 region ( Figure 1D ). FIEGLER et al. 2006; HUPE et al. 2004; LAI et al. 2008a; LAI et al. 2008b; MARIONI et al. 2006; OLSHEN et al. 2004; PICARD et al. 2005; TIBSHIRANI and WANG 2008; VENKATRAMAN and OLSHEN 2007; WILLENBROCK and FRIDLYAND 2005; YU et al. 2007 ).
The performance of these algorithms was first assessed with self-vs-self datasets CNV analyses of these datasets were performed at 1 kb and 3 kb resolution. At 1 kb resolution the dac 4 deletion was identifiable across all levels of coverage greater than 0.04x or approximately 200,000 reads. At 3 kb resolution the dac 4 deletion was identified in most replicates at 0.02x sequence coverage or approximately 100,000 reads or greater. These results suggest that large CNVs can be detected even with extremely low depth of sequencing coverage. We also observed that decreasing the read coverage has a strong effect on the accuracy of breakpoint detection. For example, when coverage is below 0.1x there is a great deal of error in detection of the dac 4 deletion breakpoints ( Figure 3A and 3B then performed on both datasets as described above.
CNV was successfully detected in both deficiency DNAs at the expected regions.
Df(3L)Exel6105 was generated by recombination between two distinct FRT bearing insertion sites resulting in a 242 kb deletion with molecularly defined breakpoints of 5,359,162 and 5,601,375 bp (PARKS et al. 2004) . Consistent with this, CNV analysis identified a deletion on chromosome 3L with breakpoints occurring in ~3kb windows whose midpoints were 5.360,035 and 5,600,802 ( Figure 4A and See Supplemental Figure 3 ). Therefore, not only was the deletion correctly identified but both breakpoints were also mapped within 3 kb. We validated the molecular breakpoints by PCR using primers specific to the insertion element remaining after recombination and the flanking genomic region (See Supplemental Materials (GANETZKY 1977; PENTZ et al. 1990; STATHAKIS et al. 1995) . Recovery of the molecular breakpoints by junction PCR with primers flanking the proposed breakpoints was unsuccessful. P-element stocks whose insertions flanked the predicted deletion junction were used to test for the presence or absence of genomic DNA on the deletion chromosome when heterozygote over the insertion. Because the insertion disrupts successful amplification of genomic DNA on the insertion chromosome, failure or success to amplify the PCR product can be interpreted as absence or presence of genomic DNA on the deletion chromosome. Results from these analyses support the breakpoint windows predicted by CNV analysis and indicate that prediction accuracy was within 3kb (See Supplemental Material Figure 5 and Table 2 ).
DISCUSSION
We have reported a strategy for rapid, cost-effective, high-throughput, genome- The accuracy and resolution to which chromosomal deletions and breakpoints can be mapped by our platform is very high. Using the Drosophila deficiency dac 4 as a test case, the breakpoints of the deletion were mapped to 1 kb resolution, which were subsequently confirmed by PCR and direct Sanger sequencing. Additionally, pairedend sequencing of size-selected molecules can be used to infer deletion and duplication events and additionally provide information regarding inversions and rearrangements.
Due to the advantages of the high-throughput sequencing platform we find it likely this method will become the most commonly used platform for CNV discovery.
The cost and throughput of CNV analysis on the high-throughput sequencing platform can be dramatically reduced by multiplexing which is enabled by introducing barcodes during sequencing library construction. Based on computer simulations using the data obtained from the dac 4 deletion, read coverage as low as 0.1x or 458,000 reads is sufficient for breakpoint identification at 3 kb resolution. This result suggests that data generated from a single Solexa lane should be sufficient for simultaneously analyzing as many as five stocks in multiplex. Currently, this puts the cost of characterizing large CNVs at approximately $350 each. In comparison, the cost of an array-CGH experiment with single gene resolution is approximately $350, while a 1kb resolution would cost approximately $800. As the capacity of high-throughput sequencing continues to increase and costs decline rapidly, the method we describe will be more cost effective than array-CGH. Additionally, the next-generation sequencing approach offers the ability to improve resolution by increasing the depth of sequencing coverage. Thus, CNV discovery by high throughput sequencing is scalable -the desired coverage-to-resolution balance can be determined and the cost optimized. For
CNVs in the sub-kilobase range, the sequencing platform is likely to be very effective, however, methods of analysis in addition to those described in this report will be required.
One immediate application for CNV discovery in Drosophila by high-throughput sequencing is mapping the deletions of each Bloomington core deficiency stock which have not been molecularly characterized. Two major limitations presently reduce the effectiveness of this important genetic tool First, the breakpoints of three quarters of the stocks are mapped cytologically, the size of these deletions remains uncertain, diminishing the utility of these stocks. Second, many stocks may harbor cryptic rearrangements which diminish the reliability of results. Both problems can be largely resolved using the high-throughput sequencing method. The characterization of deficiency and duplication stocks by array-CGH has been described previously (ERICKSON and SPANA 2006) . The high-throughput sequencing approach provides a good alternative with greater resolution at a currently comparable and rapidly declining cost.
In addition to identifying the expected deletions and accurately defining the breakpoints for all deficiencies described in this report, our analyses indicated additional copy number variations in each dataset (See Supplemental Figures 2,3&4) . From the lack of false positives in the self-vs-self datasets we find it likely that these variants are legitimate though it is unclear whether they occur on the same chromosome as the expected deletions or are harbored on the balancer chromosome which was also sequenced. Further inquiry would be required to verify the nature of these CNVs and the chromosome on which they occur, because our interest was in defining the known deficiencies we did not seek to validate these. These observations do, however, highlight the possibility of cryptic structural variation harbored on the chromosomes of deficiency stocks.
To date CNV studies have been largely limited to humans primarily due to the high cost of the methods used for detection. As described in our report, high-throughput sequencing technology now offers the opportunity for cost-effective characterization of CNV. Taking advantage of this approach, the contribution of CNV to phenotypic variation in model organisms, including Drosophila, can be systematically explored.
Such studies are likely to offer important insights regarding the biological consequences of CNV.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly Stocks: Fly stocks were raised on standard Drosophila media at room temperature (23-25˚C). The dac 4 deletion mutant was generated by x-ray mutagenesis on the b pr c px sp background and obtained from Dr. Graeme Mardon (MARDON et al. 1994) . All other stocks used in this report are from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center and are described on flybase (http://flybase.org/reports/FBst0003779.html). The genotypes of stock #3779 and #7584 are described as Df(2L)Sd37/SM5 and w 1118 ;
Df(3L)Exel6105, P{XP-U}Exel6105/TM6B, Tb 1 respectively. Df(2L)Sd37 was generated by x-ray mutagenesis and is cytologically described as a deletion between 37C6-37D1; 38A6-38B2 (GANETZKY 1977; STATHAKIS et al. 1995) . Df(3L)Exel6105 was generated by recombination between two FRT bearing insertions resulting in a molecularly defined deletion 3L: 5359162, 5601375 (PARKS et al. 2004) . DNA used for genomic sequencing from these strains was obtained from flies heterozygote for the Df over the respective balancer chromosome. Wildtype referred to in this manuscript is the cs strain obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center. DNA used for genomic sequencing was obtained from male adult flies.
Sequencing: Fly genomic DNA was prepared and sequenced using the Illumina Genome Analyzer according to previously described methodologies (SRIVATSAN et al. 2008) . Sequence reads obtained were mapped to the Drosophila reference genome release 5.1 using the vendor provided Eland pipeline.
Barcoding for Multiplex Sequencing: Solexa sequencing primers were modified by the addition of three base pairs (two of which are unique) for the sequencing in multiplex experiments described in this report. These modified primers were used in library preparations such that the 5' ends of sequencing products from each sample were standardized with a specific dinucleotide indicating their sample membership. Following multiplex sequencing, reads were separated in silico by a script which identified the leading dinucleotide tag, grouped the sequence products according to sample membership, and trimmed the barcode.
CNV Analysis Simulation:
Computer simulations were performed in which the dac 4 sequencing reads were randomly sampled to generate datasets approximating various levels of sequencing coverage. Datasets were generated for 0.45x, 0.35x, 0.25x, 0.15x, 0.075x, 0.0375x, and 0.01875x with seven replicates each. In simulations CNV was determined by DNAcopy, an R implementation of the circular binary segmentation algorithm which was found to be highly specific and accurate based on self-vs-self tests and discovery of the dac 4 breakpoints (OLSHEN et al. 2004; VENKATRAMAN and OLSHEN 2007) . To determine the effect of read coverage on the ability of deletion detection and breakpoint mapping, CNV analyses of these datasets were performed at 1 kb and 3 kb average window sizes.
Validation of breakpoints: PCR primers were designed flanking the breakpoints predicted by CNV analysis (ROZEN and SKALETSKY 2000) . Amplified products were sequenced by traditional Sanger sequencing and subsequently mapped to the Drosophila reference genome to identify the molecular position of breakpoints. For primers used in this study See Supplemental Material Table 2 . 
